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Abstract 
In his Theory of Moral Sentiments, Adam Smith defended a mind-body dualism, 
through a metaphor that considered the body as “home”: sympathy is bringing, 
through imagination, and only through imagination, other people’s emotions back 
home, to one’s personal body. In this article, I argue that Smith offered an unexplored 
theory of the human body that could shed new light on the mind-body problem. 
According to this reading, sympathy or “fellow-feeling” would be best defined as a 
faculty engaging one person to feel with others, sharing their sufferings and their 
joys, by imagining what a neutral impartial observer may feel in their place, in their 
body, and bringing these emotions back home, to the personal body. Therefore, I 
argue that Smith defended a soft-dualistic approach that is radically opposed to 
Locke’s possessive individualism as well as to Descartes substance-dualism. Smith’s 
dualism does not elevate the person to a disembodied entity (a pure mind) or a 
transcendental subject, nor reduce the body to a mere mechanism or an object that 
one may own. Thus, Smith did not reduce the body to a machine that hosts a 
metaphysical subject or a pure consciousness (the non-Cartesian moment) nor to an 
“object”, a “thing” or a “property” that could be owned by a person (the non-Lockean 
moment). The point of view of the sympathetic and impartial spectator is only 
supposing (at least at the level of imagination) that the moral agent is capable of 
being in a different body, and that every human person is both body and mind that 
could feel, judge and act from different spots, and not only from the specific 
coordinates in space that constitute the personal body. 
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Soft Dualism in Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments:  
The Body, the Person and the non-Egoistic Personal Body 

 
Facing the mind-body problem, a monist approach stipulates that psychological and 

biological phenomena are identical, or at least that affections of the mind could be reduced to 
bodily changes [Taylor, 1967]. By opposition, the mind-body dualism commonly refers to 
Descartes distinction between two substances: the mind is a thinking substance, a non-
material substance with no bodily elements, while the body is an extended substance, an 
extended thing in space, a pure mechanism [Descartes, 1998, 2009]. The term “substance” 
refers to a thing that does not need anything else to exist. According to Descartes, the human 
body - as well as the animal body or a machine - would be an assembly of mechanical parts 
existing in space, and dividable as any geometrical figure. The mind would also exist 
independently from the body, it could interact with the body but it would be in itself a 
disembodied and undivided substance. 
 In this article, I argue that Adam Smith was committed to a dualistic approach, 
differentiating the mind and the body, although he does not go as far as Descartes in claiming 
the existence of the mind as a substance separated from the body, a pure consciousness that 
exist by itself, without any bodily support. Unlike Descartes substantial dualism, Smith’s 
soft-dualism doesn't reduce the body to a mere mechanism, nor to an assembly of organs and 
bodily parts. Hence, I show that Smith offers an unexplored theory of the human body that 
could shed new light on the mind-body problem, particularly by answering two 
interconnected questions:  
 a) To which extent the human body could be considered as a separate entity that one 
may distinguish from the human mind or the human person? And,  
 b) Is the body an undivided part of an inalienable person that cannot be treated, in 
whole or in part, as a commodity, or could we consider parts of the human body as “things” 
that are owned by a person, a property that one person can alienate or transfer to another 
person?  
 While answering these questions, I show that Smith’s dualism, and its consequent 
theory of the body, are crucial to understanding the two central categories of his Theory of 
Moral Sentiments [Smith, 1759, here after: TMS]: sympathy and impartiality. Consequently, 
the mind-body problem offers a new account of the central Smithian figure of the impartial 
and sympathetic moral agent. 
 These questions are urging today, in a context of emerging technosciences, when 
advancements in biotechnology are allowing more commodification of the human body, or 
some parts of it, raising the issue of treating persons as things. For example, in some 
commercial surrogacy, the whole body of the surrogate mother is negotiated, and the new-
born is part of a contract defining its ownership1, raising the issue of “buying a human 
being”. More generally, techno-scientific breakthroughs are radically questioning some of our 
assumptions regarding the inalienability and inviolability of the human body, and challenging 
our various juristic definitions of the “human person” and their insufficiently examined 
dualism. Even our various modern concepts of the “juristic person” are challenged each time 
we face transactions involving the human body, like organ donation or trafficking, abortion, 

                                                 
1 Full-surrogacy is a transaction involving the whole body of a woman agreeing to become pregnant as part of 
an arrangement in which all of the genetic material of the new-born is provided by other human beings (whether 
by the intended parents or other donors) through assisted reproductive technology. Although it is legal in some 
countries, the transaction may still be controversial, when the surrogate mother is paid a fee above and beyond 
reimbursement for “reasonable expenses”. The Permanent Bureau of the Hague estimates that the industry grew 
by 1000 percent internationally between 2006 and 2010, and according to some sources, the industry is now 
worth up to $6 billion USD annually [Finkelstein & al., 2016]. 
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fetal rights, cloning, or even prostitution and slavery [Arneson, 1991]. Indeed, in its juristic 
definition, the human person could be defined by the individual will as opposed to material 
and alienable things. Hence, the juristic persons are first recognized by their volitions, 
intentions, ideas or choices, and only by extension the human body is guaranteed some 
inalienable right, for it is an extension of the human person [McClain, 1995; Halewood, 
2008].  
 What is still missing is a conceptual framework through which we can understand the 
human body, the human person and the rights related to each category. How could a human 
body or parts of it assume aspects of inalienability? Is it because the body is the property of 
the self, as it is claimed by John Locke, and his theory of self-ownership, stipulating that the 
body is a thing owned by a person [Locke, 1988]? Or is it because the body is the extension 
of the person, as it may be claimed by the juristic definition of the human person? And what 
would be the Smithian answer according to the TMS? Is the body (or parts of it) an alienable 
object or a property that a person may own, transfer and exchange, or are there inalienable 
rights related to the person that may also apply to the human body? And even when we 
accept some aspects of the alienability of a human body (as in organ transplant), could we 
assume that the person owns his or her organs?  
 Confusions between persons and things, body and mind, physiological and 
psychological processes, are rooted in this insufficiently examined dualism. Therefore, I 
argue that Smith defended a soft-dualistic approach that is radically opposed to Locke’s 
possessive individualism as well as to Descartes substance-dualism. Smith’s dualism does not 
elevate the person to a disembodied entity (a pure mind) or a transcendental subject, nor 
reduce the body to a mere mechanism or an object that one may own. Thus, Smith did not 
reduce the body to a machine that hosts a metaphysical subject or a pure consciousness (the 
non-Cartesian moment) nor to an “object”, a “thing” or a “property” that could be owned by a 
person (the non-Lockean moment). 
 
I- Reformulating the mind-body problem: Going beyond the personal body 
 
 In his TMS, Adam Smith defended an empirical moral philosophy, rejecting moral 
rationalism, and all theories asserting that moral conduct is “conformity to reason” 
[Bittermann, 1940]. Smith claims that morality is not grounded in our rational thinking, since 
it rather involves passions of the body and affections of mind, our physical sensations as well 
as our interior disposition and emotions. Ultimately, our moral judgments are founded on our 
“sentiments”, a term often used in a specific moral sense, referring to feelings of approbation 
or disapprobation. 
 Sympathy could be understood as an emotion similar to pity, empathy or compassion, 
a faculty that makes us feel with others, sharing their enjoyments and sorrows. More 
specifically, Smith defines it as “fellow-feeling” in its moral sense, the propensity to feel with 
others’ sorrows and joys: through sympathy we are virtually capable of exchanging places 
with others, approving or disapproving their behavior according to “what pleases or 
displeases our moral faculties” [TMS, VII.3.2].  
 According to Smith, when we denounce a social injustice, when we plead that 
particular individuals (or a social group or a community) were treated unfairly, our claim can 
never be founded on a rational distinction between good and evil, nor on a moral ideal of 
what is best for society. Unlike the Kantian categorical imperative, such universal foundation 
is not possible, or at least not needed, since we don't need to derive our moral judgment from 
the final causes and ultimate ends of our social organization. As stated by Smith, we call for 
justice due to our natural sympathy, because we fear for these specific individuals, because 
we can feel with them and we can fear for ourselves when we imagine that we could have 
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been in their places. Therefore, sympathy covers a wide range of emotions, feelings and 
passions, from physical sensations and sense perceptions to thoughts of agreement and 
disagreement 
 With Hume, Smith shows that morality is not founded on Reason but rather on our 
sympathetic nature2. Unlike the Kantian moral law, with its disembodied moral agent capable 
of pure reasoning, Smith shows that every sympathetic interaction involves sense-perceptions 
and imagination, passions affecting the human body and passions altering the human heart3. 
This aspect of his work is well known yet little attention is given to his theory of the body 
except for some feminist readings [Feiner & Roberts, 1990; Dimand & al., 2004; Hamrouni, 
2011]. More generally, Smith’s original contribution to the mind-body problem is still to be 
discovered, since his conception of the sympathetic agent is usually read under Hume’s 
philosophical influence, and this aspect of his work is still subject to a lot of 
misunderstandings. While Hume’s philosophy is usually interpreted as “neutral monism”, to 
the exception of some marginal readings [Flage, 1982], I claim here that the Smithian theory 
of sympathy is inseparable from a dualistic approach stipulating that the mind is not identical 
to the body, nor it could be reduced to it. Hence, Smith’s conception of the mind and the 
body may be considered as a dualistic one, since he doesn't assume that operations of the 
mind are identical to biological and physiological process. 
 Even though he claims that the human body plays an active role in forming our moral 
senses, Smith doesn't reduce the human mind to physical operations. Moreover, according to 
Smith, sympathy is not only built on pure sensations, since it adds - to our bodily changes - 
affections and afflictions of our human mind. And, Smith constantly reminds us that sense 
perceptions can never take us beyond our personal body, since imagination is our only way to 
access others’ feelings, even when we are eye witnesses of someone else’s misfortune. “Our 
senses will never inform us of what he suffers. They never did, and never can, carry us 
beyond our own person, and it is by the imagination only that we can form any conception of 
what are his sensations. [...] In every passion of which the mind of man is susceptible, the 
emotions of the by-stander always correspond to what, by bringing the case home to himself, 
he imagines should be the sentiments of the sufferer.” [TSM, I.1.1] 
 Therefore, Smith’s soft dualism considers the human mind as a category defined by 
its set of ideas, thoughts, volitions, and imagination, that can’t be reduced to physiological 
processes. Unlike Descartes body-machine theory, Smith defends a theory of sympathy 
according to which the sympathetic agent is always carried out of the personal body, by 
imagination. When imagining what I would have felt in someone else’s place, I bring his or 
her emotions and feelings back home to my personal body. Yet, my body is not a mere 
mechanism. Smith clearly states that the body is category that is best understood as a “home”, 
a place in which the mind (or the imagination) tries to penetrate. 
 Smith insists on the metaphor of the body as “home”, therefore defining sympathy as 
a movement of the mind from one body to another, from one home to another: sympathy is 
bringing, through imagination, and only through imagination, other people’s emotions back 
                                                 
2 Even though he commonly refers to our moral sentiments as natural sentiments, Smith is a fervent opponent to 
ethical egoism that describes the moral agent as an isolated individual only motivated by self-interest, as shown 
in his critical reading of Mandeville’s egoistic liberalism. Moreover, he doesn’t adhere to the natural law 
doctrine that ascribes natural rights to these individuals prior to the constitution of a civic order, as shown in his 
critical readings of Locke’s possessive liberalism [Bittermann, 1940]. In this sense, Smith could be considered 
with Hume as the major exception to the 18th century’s general tendency that derives ethical thoughts from 
individualism and “mechanic philosophy” [Morrow, 1923]. 
3 Hence, Smith refers to two different ways of sympathizing, therefore opposing passions of the body and 
passions of the mind (imagination) [TMS, I.2.1], and constantly differentiating “eyes of the body” and “eyes of 
the mind” [TMS, III.1.3], as well as “operations of the body” and “operations of the mind” [TMS, II.2.3] or 
“bodily suffering” (pain) as opposed to “affections of the heart” [TMS, I.1.3]. 
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home, to one’s personal body. Ideally, sympathy is an interaction involving a third-party, 
either a concrete third person between You and I, or a hypothetical impartial spectator. 
Therefore, sympathy (or fellow-feeling) could best be defined as a faculty engaging one 
person to feel with others, sharing their sufferings and their joys, by imagining what a neutral 
impartial observer may feel in their place, in their body, when bringing these emotions back 
home, to the personal body. Through sympathy, not only I can feel the pain and the joy 
located in someone else’s body, and imagine what the other person is imagining about me. 
Through sympathy, “the passions, upon some occasions, may seem to be transfused from one 
man to another” [TSM, I.1.1], and one person may identify with another person, and to some 
extent, become that other person4. Ultimately, as I show in the next section, Smith’s theory of 
the body is grounded in a non-individualistic understanding of the self, and consequently in a 
non-individualistic conception of the personal body.   
 
II- Reformulating sympathy in non-individualistic terms  
  
Through sympathy, I imagine what I would have felt in Your place, in Your body. Reversely, 
sympathy allows Me to see all what affects Me through Your eyes, making it possible for Me 
to morally judge Your behavior, as well as My own personal conduct. Yet, a proper moral 
deliberation calls for a third party, since We both need to decentralize our personal points of 
view, in order to observe and judge from the perspective of an impartial spectator. In this 
three- persons-interaction, the sympathetic and impartial spectator is neither a pure 
metaphysical entity, nor a disembodied reason, nor a disincarnate moral consciousness. On 
the contrary, Smith shows that our moral sentiments are founded on this movement of the 
mind that takes the person out of the personal body, in order to form moral judgments from 
someone else’s perspective, reaching a neutral and unbiased view before coming “back 
home” to the personal body. What are the consequences of these sympathetic movements in 
terms of theory of the body? How could a person be carried out of the personal body? 
 Smith constantly referred to the example of a person witnessing a harm affecting 
someone else’s body. “When we see a stroke aimed and just ready to fall upon the leg or arm 
of another person, we naturally shrink and draw back our own leg or our own arm; and 
when it does fall, we feel it in some measure, and are hurt by it as well as the sufferer”. 
Whether this last affirmation is true or false, it does not change anything to the fact that Smith 
believed it to be true. When “changing places in fancy with the sufferer”, suffering is real and 
not fictitious. Through imagination it is really (and physically) felt, and the idea of suffering 
through imagination really hurts one’s body: “we feel it in some measure, and are hurt by it 
as well as the sufferer”. [TSM, I.1.1]  
 According to Smith, other people’s emotions need to be brought home, and even their 
physical sensations need to be incarnated in our own body, in order to start affecting our 
mind. This mirror-effect means that my body is never hermetic to someone else’s body, even 
though I am not always ready nor capable of sympathizing5. Nevertheless, the idea of 
someone else’s sorrows and joys can physically affect me, and my sentiment of approbation 
or disapprobation largely depends on these bodily changes. “His agonies, when they are thus 
brought home to ourselves, when we have thus adopted and made them our own, begin at last 

                                                 
4 “We enter as it were into his body, and become in some measure the same person with him, and thence form 
some idea of his sensations, and even feel something which, though weaker in degree, is not altogether unlike 
them. [...] For as to be in pain or distress of any kind excites the most excessive sorrow, so to conceive or to 
imagine that we are in it, excites some degree of the same emotion” [TMS, I.1.1]. 
5 Of course, Smith reminds us that there is no need for total (full) sympathy in the sense of a fusion between two 
persons. What is important is that both persons are capable of expanding beyond the personal body. “Though 
they will never be unisons, they may be concords, and this is all that is wanted or required”.  
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to affect us. [...] In every passion of which the mind of man is susceptible, the emotions of the 
by-stander always correspond to what, by bringing the case home to himself, he imagines 
should be the sentiments of the sufferer.” [TSM, I.1.1] 
 Putting it differently, the human person as a whole (P) is constituted by both the body 
and the mind (B+M). But the integrity of one person (P1=M1+B1) is reached through 
sympathy with a second person (P2). Indeed, You are a necessary intermediation between Me 
and my moral judgments, between Me and my own emotions and sense perceptions, and even 
between me and my bodily changes. Thus, it is through my social interactions that I may 
finally reach the integrity of myself as a whole, as a person defined by both mind and body. 
Hence, sympathy could best be understood as an interaction between two persons, P1 and P2, 
where each person is defined by the personal body (B1 and B2 respectively) and the personal 
mind (M1 and M2 respectively): the human bodies B1 and B2 are spatialized places (or 
homes) in which the human mind, M1 or M2, could penetrate. Saying that P1 is capable of 
sharing the suffering or the joy of P2 means that M1 is capable of entering the body B2 and 
going “back home” to B1. Therefore, P1 should be in some degrees carried out of the 
personal body B1, toward P2, and becoming, to some extent, that other person P2.  
 In other words, sympathy is the ability of the mind to go beyond the personal body, 
the capacity to “enter someone else’s body”, to imagine what other persons would feel in 
their bodies, and to “bring home” their joy or suffering. And throughout his TMS, Smith is 
always reminding us that it is quite a common experience to feel as if we were in someone 
else’s body. “In imagination we become the very person whose actions are represented to 
us: we transport ourselves in fancy to the scenes of those distant and forgotten adventures, 
and imagine ourselves acting the part of a Scipio or a Camillus, a Timoleon or an Aristides. 
So far our sentiments are founded upon the direct sympathy with the person who acts. Nor is 
the indirect sympathy with those who receive the benefit of such actions less sensibly felt.” 
[TMS, II.1.5] 
 Moreover, through sympathy, one may experience some conflicts within the self, and 
Smith took these conflicts so seriously that he talked about the divided self, and even about 
the multiplicity of the self6. Even though this aspect of his work is well known, yet little 
attention was given to the consequent theory of the body. While most of the literature  
describes his theory of sympathy as a “mechanism”, the next section argue that “sympathy” 
could be best described as a social interaction involving a non-individualistic conception of 
the body, the “social body” being here the opposite of the cartesian mechanical conception of 
the body, since the person is not exclusively linked to the personal body. 
 
III- The soft-dualism of Smith vs. the substance dualism of Descartes  
  
 Through his metaphor of the body as “home”, Smith clearly stated that the mind and 
the body are two separate categories. But how to understand this metaphor of the body as 
“home”, in comparison to the mechanical theory of the body defended by Descartes dualism? 
This section aims at showing that Smith didn't consider the body as a mere mechanism nor 
                                                 
6 “When I endeavour to examine my own conduct, when I endeavour to pass sentence upon it, and either to 
approve or condemn it, it is evident that, in all such cases, I divide myself, as it were, into two persons; and 
that I, the examiner and judge, represent a different character from that other I, the person whose conduct is 
examined into and judged of. The first is the spectator, whose sentiments with regard to my own conduct I 
endeavour to enter into, by placing myself in his situation, and by considering how it would appear to me, when 
seen from that particular point of view. The second is the agent, the person whom I properly call myself, and of 
whose conduct, under the character of a spectator, I was endeavouring to form some opinion. The first is the 
judge; the second the person judged of. But that the judge should, in every respect, be the same with the person 
judged of, is as impossible, as that the cause should, in every respect, be the same with the effect.” [TMS, 
III.1.1]  
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did he stipulate the existence of disembodied thoughts or ideas. Thus, his dualism is not 
affiliated to Descartes nor to any idealistic philosophy of the consciousness. Therefore, Smith 
cannot be considered as a substance dualist, one that may hold the two substances as 
ontologically different, but he could rather be considered as a categorial dualist. When 
compared with Descartes substantial dualism, Smith’s categorial dualism is not founded on 
any ontological differences, and does not imply any idealistic opposition between matter and 
spirit7.  
 The substance theorist holds substance to be ontologically fundamental. Descartes 
mechanical thesis of the human organism is based on the reduction of the living body to a 
machine. It is well known that Descartes developed a substantialist dualism which 
distinguishes, on one hand, the extended objects, res extensa, bodies defined as extension in 
space, and, on the other hand, res cogitans, the mind, the thinking substance that cannot be 
spatialized nor reduced to extension. The human body would be assimilated to the first 
substance and would not be distinguished from other material realities, and hence from a 
machine. The body is therefore defined by its divisibility, its quantitative aspect: the human 
body is considered as a certain assembly of its parts, a certain configuration of organs, a 
mechanism. The res cogitan, the thinking substance (or the I think, the cogito) is the reign of 
the qualitative and the undivided, the un-spatialized.  
 For Descartes, the mind is the un-extended and the qualitative, whereas the matter is 
the divisible extended object, reducible to a geometrical entities that are quantitatively 
homogeneous. Against the Cartesian mechanical theory, Smith considers that the human 
body is a set of quantities as well as the reign of quality: our perceptions are nothing without 
imagination. Neither consciousness nor perception are firstly mediums for the pure reason of 
a pure subject: firstly they are activities of an empirical agent taking part in a social 
interaction involving sympathy with other agents, and secondly, they are flowing from our 
moral sentiments that we judge according to an impartial spectator. Smith’s approach is 
certainly dualistic, but it is far from being a substantial dualism that can be traced back to 
Descartes.  
 Smith defended a dualism in which mind and body are distinguished, yet not reduced 
to two distinct substances. The mind is distinguished from the body as a different category, 
the former being defined as imagination, as a psychological process involving thoughts, ideas 
and intentions, but this distinction does not necessarily stipulate that disembodied thoughts, 
ideas or intentions may exist. As argued by Charles Taylor, a dualistic approach does not 
necessarily imply a Cartesian representation of the animal-machine theory8, since the 
proposition 1 “thoughts are not body” is not reducible to the proposition 2 “disembodied 
thoughts can exist” [Taylor, 1967]. Therefore, claiming that a psychological operation, a 
thought or an idea is not identical to a physiological phenomenon or a brain process, does not 
necessarily imply that the former is completely independent from the latter, nor does it 
consider the person as a disembodied entity existing autonomously without any biological 
grounding. Claiming that the person is not identical to the body nor to the mind, could mean 
                                                 
7 According to Daniel Flage, even Hume could be considered as a categorial dualist in this sense, arguing that 
“Hume proposed that impressions are to be divided into two mutually exclusive classes: (a) those that are 
incapable of standing in spatial relations (being directly locatable) and do not generate by combination an 
extension, and (b) those that are capable of standing in spatial relations (being directly locatable) and do 
generate extensions. The former cannot be spatially conjoined with the latter. They may be deemed immaterial 
entities, while the latter may be deemed material entities.” [Flage, 1982]  
8 “Our only choice is not between a machine with and one without a ghost. And so we must separate question 
(2) from question (i)-that is, the question of embodiment from that of the language in which our most fruitful 
explanations will be couched. The more so in that, once we have set aside the bogeyman of Cartesian dualism, 
there is no reason to hold that the emotions, feelings, or beliefs of a person are any less observable than the 
chemical condition of his hypothalamus” [Taylor, 1967]  
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that the body and the mind are two different categories that cannot be conceived separately, 
since they both constitute the integrity of the human person as a whole. Hence, claiming that 
M ≠ B does not necessarily mean that M is conceivable without B. In this soft-dualism, the 
body is a geographical place, a home or a host for the person, while the mind is traveling, 
exchanging places or homes, entering elsewhere, becoming other bodies and other persons, 
and coming back home. But this does not imply that the agent is the union or interaction of 
two substances, nor does it induce a claim in the metaphysical nature of the person. 
 Smith categorial dualism pleads that we may sometimes use the body or the mind as 
two different categories by which we refer to the same Agent, in the sense of two descriptive 
entities referring to different rights and not two ontologically different realities. Sometimes, 
we refer to the human person as if he or she is more defined by the personal body, as when 
we say “You stepped on my toe”, or “You are gaining weight”, assuming that a person is 
similar to bodily changes or at least responsible of the movement of the body. Some other 
times, we may refer to the person as if he or she is more defined by the mind, as when we say 
“I am reading your thoughts”, assuming that I am connected with those thoughts. Therefore, 
we may refer to the same person by two distinct categories (since P = B + M), but the agent is 
neither a mechanical body nor a disembodied person. 

At this point, Smith’s contribution to the mind-body problem could be summarized as 
follow: the link between the two categories is impossible to be conceived in an interactionist 
fashion (the non-Cartesian moment). But could we conceive this link in the form of a 
property right in a Lockean fashion? What is still to be answered is how to understand the 
link between the person and the personal body, beyond the Cartesian metaphor of the 
mechanical body, and beyond the Lockean metaphor of the self-ownership. The next section 
shows that Smith offered a dualistic representation that distinguishes between the human 
person and the human body without reducing the latter to the ownership of the former. 
 
IV- Beyond the metaphor of self-ownership: The social nature of the body 
 
 In every transaction involving commodification of the human body, our traditional 
assumptions regarding the integrity and the inviolability of the human person and the human 
body are challenged.   
 One option would be to consider the human body, or parts of it, as mere commodities 
that one may buy or sell. For instance, Gary Becker applied this economic model to analyze 
kidney sales, claiming that market mechanism and monetary incentives would increase the 
supply of organs, saving more lives [Becker & Elias, 2007]. One may also refer to Smith’s 
metaphor of the “invisible hand of the market” arguing that a price mechanism may fill the 
gap between the supply and the demand of organs, increasing the overall satisfaction 
[Lemennicier, 1991].  
 On the other hand, commercial transactions involving the human body are usually 
illegal, since most jurisdictions around the world consider that the human body falls within 
the scope of the human person: the inviolability of the human body is a result of some 
inalienable rights that a person may claim in his or her personal body. In his Nobel Prize 
lecture, Alvin Roth criticized Becker’s theory, depicting the organ sales as “repugnant 
transactions” [Roth, 2012]. This same criticism is shared by Jean Tirole, another Nobel Prize, 
who considered that the market mechanism should not be applied to the human person, nor to 
the human body [Tirole, 2016].  
 Despite some disagreements regarding what we should buy or sell, contemporary 
economic theories share some characteristics of what I call an insufficiently examined 
“possessive dualism”. Following Descartes, the body is depicted as an assembly of organs 
controlled by a thinking person; and following Locke, the person is considered as a 
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disembodied entity that owns the body and, to some extent, claims a property right over the 
“personal body”. 
 Locke’s dualistic conception of private ownership is founded on his conception of the 
human body as a property: the property in one’s person is actually the property of the person 
over his or her own body. In line with the possessive individualism, from Locke to Nozick, 
the body is considered as an extension of the person [Arneson, 1991]. This means that the 
"person" is constituted prior to the possession of the body.  
 Smith offered a dualistic, yet non-individualistic conception of the person and the 
body, that doesn’t endorse the individualistic possessive liberalism of Locke [Bittermann, 
1940]. The body is not the property of the person since there is no individualistic perception, 
and since every moral judgment is grounded in “sense perceptions” related to other bodies.  
 More importantly, unlike the Lockean or the juristic conceptions of the human person, 
in Smith’s dualism, the agent is unconceivable prior to the possession of body, or without a 
body, as for a “disembodied person” would be left without any ability to feel emotions and to 
form sentiments. In this sense, the body remains inalienable, for it is the “place” (home) in 
which the human person is constituted, not because it is the center of the individual’s will and 
autonomy nor because it is the property of a disincarnated self.  
 Unlike material objects that can be freely exchanged in the contractual form of private 
property, the human body is therefore granted specific statutes (morally and legally) without 
any reference to self’s ownership. When considered as a category related to the human person 
(and not a mere property), the body is granted inalienable rights that apply only to persons 
and not to things. Thus, the human body can no longer be treated as a mere commodity, nor a 
thing owned by a person, since the right to equal dignity and respect will also apply to the 
body (and to some of its parts).  
 Therefore, our moral sentiments emerge from a non-individualistic conception of the 
self and the body: sympathy makes me capable of exchanging the I and the You, while the 
impartial spectator takes me to the third person: which means that the “us” (manhood) is 
before the I (selfhood). Ultimately, the position of the impartial spectator reveals the social 
nature of the body: I am not the property of myself and I do not own my body, since I am “a 
body and a mind” that are both constituted from the point of view of a third person. 
 Unlike the individualistic Lockean conception of the self-ownership, Smith argued for 
the social nature of the self. There is first a priority of your body over mine, since “our first 
ideas of personal beauty and deformity, are drawn from the shape and appearance of others, 
not from our own” [TMS, III.1.1]. Secondly, there is a priority of your moral behavior over 
mine: “our first moral criticisms are exercised upon the characters and conduct of other 
people”. Thirdly and more importantly, there is priority of others over you and me, since the 
impartial spectator is also our only mirror, the only one by which you and I can judge 
ourselves. “We suppose ourselves the spectators of our own behaviour, and endeavour to 
imagine what effect it would, in this light, produce upon us. This is the only looking-glass by 
which we can, in some measure, with the eyes of other people, scrutinize the propriety of our 
own conduct” [TMS, III.1.1]. 

The non-Lockean moment in Smith’s theory is founded on his non-cartesian soft-
dualism. It is impossible to admit that a person owns a body, since the person is not a 
thinking substance that is ontologically different from the body. Therefore, Smith’s theory of 
the body would be a dualistic approach that does not consider the link between the body and 
the mind as a property right, through which a person would claim ownership over the 
personal body, since one’s mind is not exclusively linked to the personal body, nor 
constituted prior to his or her social interactions with others.  
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V- Smith’s theory of the body: the non-egoistic personal body 
 
 When re-reading Smith’s theory of the body, one may claim that all emotions have an 
intersubjective dimension, since my deepest emotions are not only the exclusive property of 
my personal self, nor exclusively linked to my personal body.  
 Firstly, sympathy is not grounded in egoistic emotions, nor does it lead to an 
individualistic morality, even when I bring your emotions back home to my personal body. 
For Smith, no individual may be considered as “the measure of all things”, as it may be 
claimed by Prothagoras, since every emotion needs to be decentralized from the perspective 
of the impartial spectator9. For example, when I try to bring Your emotions back home to M, 
I do not judge them exclusively from my point of view. Surely, my body is the only way for 
me to understand your emotions, since there is no such things as disembodied ideas or 
emotions. But, ultimately, “upon bringing the case home to our own breast”, it is according 
to the perspective of a third agent that we both finally form our judgments, whether this third 
party is a real empirical person or a hypothetical observer. Therefore, the link between the 
mind and the body cannot be understood in egoistic terms, since others are a necessary 
mediation between me and myself.  
 Secondly, not only your joys and sorrows are affecting me through sympathy, but you 
are also a necessary link between me and my personal body, a link that I am not always ready 
to untie, even when it is in my own advantage. Even though he showed that egoism and self- 
interest may be powerful drives in our social behavior, Smith offered a non-egoistic theory of 
the body, where the person is not exclusively linked to the personal body, as it may be seen in 
the mutual pleasures of mutual sympathy, in friendship for example: “nothing pleases us 
more than to observe in other men a fellow-feeling with all the emotions of our own breast; 
nor are we ever so much shocked as by the appearance of the contrary”. More importantly, 
going against all my egoistic tendencies, I may not prevent myself from getting sad when 
something bad happens to other people, especially close ones, nor may I prevent myself from 
cheerful thoughts when sharing their enjoyments. Often, we cannot avoid feeling the pain or 
joy of others. Therefore there is no egotism in matters of sympathy. On the contrary - and 
Smith insisted on this point - a person may be shocked if incapable of suffering with another, 
which means that a rational egoistic choice is inconsistent with the mutual sympathy. If I find 
that I am insensitive to your sorrows, or indifferent to your enjoyments, I may feel hurt even 
more: “it is always disagreeable to feel that we cannot sympathize with him, and instead of 
being pleased with this exemption from sympathetic pain, it hurts us to find that we cannot 
share his uneasiness.” [TMS, I.1.2]  
 Thirdly, in all my emotions I imagine what someone else would have felt if he or she 
were in my place, and in every interaction between you and me, I try to imagine what 
someone else would have thought about us. “We can never survey our own sentiments and 
motives, we can never form any judgment concerning them; unless we remove ourselves, as it 
were, from our own natural station, and endeavour to view them as at a certain distance from 

                                                 
9 “We must, here, as in all other cases, view ourselves not so much according to that light in which we may 
naturally appear to ourselves, as according to that in which we naturally appear to others. Though every man 
may, according to the proverb, be the whole world to himself, to the rest of mankind he is a most insignificant 
part of it. Though his own happiness may be of more importance to him than that of all the world besides, to 
every other person it is of no more consequence than that of any other man. [...] When he views himself in the 
light in which he is conscious that others will view him, he sees that to them he is but one of the multitude in 
no respect better than any other in it. If he would act so as that the impartial spectator may enter into the 
principles of his conduct, which is what of all things he has the greatest desire to do, he must, upon this, as 
upon all other occasions, humble the arrogance of his self-love, and bring it down to something which other men 
can go along with.” [TMS, II.2.2] 
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us. But we can do this in no other way than by endeavouring to view them with the eyes of 
other people, or as other people are likely to view them.” [TMS, III.1.1]  
 At this point we may note that both imagination and intersubjective understanding are 
needed in every sympathetic interaction. Emotions and sense perceptions are not self-
sufficient to inform our moral sentiments. It is only through our mind, by imagining what 
someone else would see or think, that we reach our moral judgments. “As to the eye of the 
body, objects appear great or small, not so much according to their real dimensions, as 
according to the nearness or distance of their situation; so do they likewise to what may be 
called the natural eye of the mind: and we remedy the defects of both these organs pretty 
much in the same manner”. [TMS, III.1.3]  
 Let us consider an interaction in which P1 is complaining to P2 about a harm that 
came from a third party P3. When sympathizing with P1, and before forming any moral 
judgment, P2 needs to compare the pain observed in P1 with the object that has caused this 
pain. P2 needs to evaluate if the sorrows of P1 are proportionate to the harmful action of P3, 
from the perspective of an impartial spectator Pn. If the emotions are found to be 
proportionate to the object that caused them, then P2 may sympathize with P1, sharing his 
anger, his vindictive thoughts, and may sometimes be willing to help him take his revenge. 
But if P2 estimates that the sorrows of P1 are disproportionate, whether they are over-
exaggerated or not intense enough, P2 may disapprove the conduct of P1, or even despise P1, 
and sometimes P2 may fear for P3 from an unfair revenge. 
 As in Leibniz’s theory of small perceptions, the proportion or the size of the passion is 
important in order to feel it: “If the passion is too high, or if it is too low, he cannot enter into 
it. Grief and resentment for private misfortunes and injuries may easily, for example, be too 
high, and in the greater part of mankind they are so. [...] It is agreeable to see our 
companions eat with a good appetite, and all expressions of loathing are offensive” [TMS. 
I.2.1]. But when we ask ourselves if the passion is proportionate to the object, it means that 
we are seeing it from the point of view of the impartial spectator - meaning that the person 
has to decentralize his personal point of view in order to see it from an impersonal 
perspective. When we try to enter into the motives that we judge, there is no immediate link 
from one person to another, since the impartial spectator is a necessary intermediate between 
me and other people, as much as between me and my personal body.  
 To evaluate a situation, to formulate a moral judgment, one person needs to be 
projected beyond the self and the personal body, in an interaction involving at least three 
parties, since each person needs to decentralize the personal point of view, seeing things from 
someone else’s view, before reaching a neutral observation. Smith insisted on the perspective 
of the impartial spectator: I cannot understand myself, approve or disapprove my own 
behavior, without the neutral observation of the impartial spectator.  
 When I feel ashamed of my behavior, I imagine what another specific person, let’s 
say Paul or Maria, would have felt in my body. I then may say to myself that Paul or Maria 
would not have felt the same shame that I am feeling right now, or maybe they would not 
have felt any shame at all. But I may then think about another specific person, let us say Peter 
or Hannah, who would have felt even more ashamed, and maybe would have committed 
suicide. This is a very sophisticated moral dualism, saying that, ideally, one person P1 is 
linked to the personal body through the mediation of other people, by imagining P2 or P3 
having opposite claims in B1. Therefore, there is no immediate relation between me and my 
personal body since I need the intermediation of others (the empirical other or the 
hypothetical impartial spectator) in order to locate myself into my body. Sympathy takes me 
out of my body, making P1 capable of judging the personal body B1 by imagining what P2, 
P3 P4, or Pn would have felt in B1. 
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 Nevertheless, this fragmented representation of the self leads to a hierarchy between 
passions of the body and passions of the imagination. Thus, I can sympathize with other 
agents in two different fashions. I can sympathize with your physical sufferings (and with all 
what affect your body), or with your moral suffering, your regrets or humiliations (even if 
your body remained untouchable). In various examples, Smith notes that imagination may 
add even more suffering to the physical pain, as in the case of the mother imagining the 
suffering of her sick infant: when fearing for someone that we love, we may be suffering 
more than him, because fear, love and imagination will add more pain. Physical pain and 
psychological pain are different: “Nothing is so soon forgot as pain. [...] An unguarded word 
from a friend will occasion a more durable uneasiness.” 
 Hence, Smith’s soft dualism is closely related to a distinction between two kinds of 
passions: passions of the body (sex, hunger, physical pain after a stroke, etc.) and passions of 
the imagination (love, hate, ambition, etc.). One may approve other’s behaviors according to 
the adequacy of their proportions. Thus, passions affecting the body and those affecting the 
mind do not receive the same treatment. For example, one may approve behaviors caused by 
hunger and still feel disgusted by seeing another person eating voraciously, and the same 
distinction goes for the opposition between tolerated sexual appetite and rape. The body 
leaves smaller and more limited place to sympathy: “And this is the case of all the passions 
which take their origin from the body: they excite either no sympathy at all, or such a degree 
of it, as is altogether disproportioned to the violence of what is felt by the sufferer. It is quite 
otherwise with those passions which take their origin from the imagination. The frame of my 
body can be but little affected by the alterations which are brought about upon that of my 
companion: but my imagination is more ductile, and more readily assumes, if I may say so, 
the shape and configuration of the imaginations of those with whom I am familiar. A 
disappointment in love, or ambition, will, upon this account, call forth more sympathy than 
the greatest bodily evil.” [TMS, I.2.1]  
 Moreover, passions of the body and passions of the imagination may give birth to 
different kinds of rights. Indeed, Smith distinguished between two sets of desires, and two 
sets of rights. While the basic rights related to the body are intended to secure “the 
necessities and conveniences of the body” (and as Smith pointed, “a desire that is always 
easily satisfied”), the human person is defined by another set of desires and concerns: the 
human person aims to be a “proper object of respect”, to deserve and obtain this credit and 
rank among his peers. 
 Finally, in his critical reading of Epicurus, Smith separates rights related to the human 
body from those related to the human person10. While the human body is involved in actions 
that only engage its conservation and preservation, the human person is defined by a set of 
rights that involves self-esteem, dignity, recognition of one’s social and moral value.  
  
CONCLUSION 
 

Smith’s dualism is committed to a moral evaluation that depends on the understanding 
of the final causes that each human person is seeking to achieve, and to some extent the ends 
pursued by an animal, an organ or even an inanimated object. Indeed, according to Smith, 

                                                 
10 Against Epicurus: “ [...] to be amiable, to be respectable, to be the proper object of esteem, is by every well- 
disposed mind more valued than all the ease and security which love, respect, and esteem can procure us; that, 
on the contrary, to be odious, to be contemptible, to be the proper object of indignation, is more dreadful than all 
that we can suffer in our body from hatred, contempt, or indignation; and that consequently our desire of the one 
character, and our aversion to the other, cannot arise from any regard to the effects which either of them 
may produce upon the body. [...] This system is, no doubt, altogether inconsistent with that which I have been 
endeavouring to establish.” [TMS, VII.2.2]  
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sympathy can also be extended to non-human objects: we may rejoice when we hear that an 
animal has found a shelter or we may profoundly feel sad by the deterioration or the 
destruction of a painting.  
 Animals may drive sympathy (as a horse who saved a man - if the man kills the horse, 
we blame him) and even inanimated things could be object of blame and praise (a table that 
hurt me) in regard to how they affect us and how we sympathize with them. “We conceive, in 
the same manner, a sort of gratitude for those inanimated objects, which have been the 
causes of great or frequent pleasure to us.” Yet, animals “are less improper objects of 
gratitude and resentment” [TMS, II.3.1], and the main difference is the degree of reciprocity. 
Surely, Smith admits that animals have no mind, and thus are not comparable to human 
persons, but that does not mean that he subscribes to Descartes animal-machine theory. 
Hence, animals may also be object of sympathy, and they are different from a mere 
mechanism (or inanimated objects) because they could be objects of my respect, because 
animals may be associated with our mind. 
 At this point, we may summarize metaphorically our re-reading of Smith by saying 
that the difference between an inanimated object, an animal, or a human organ is not an 
ontological difference in the nature of these different objects: it is the difference in their link 
to sympathetic persons, in how they are connected to different persons expressing different 
claims in them. In its highest ends, sympathy involves at least two socialized agents capable 
of sympathizing with each other. 
 In conclusion, Smith’s theory of the body is linked to his conception of the natural 
liberties, so there is no need to an Authoritarian State to control it. Compared to the 17th 
century’s philosophers, Smith is closer to Spinoza than to Hobbes. Compared to his own 18th 
Century, Smith is closer to Hume, or even Mandeville, than to Kant. Morality cannot be 
grounded in rationality or super-ego or Kantian imperative as authoritarian figures. Morality 
is founded on our “social nature”, as revealed by our natural moral sentiments.  
 Here lies the main difference between the impartial spectator and the universal 
morality founded on Reason, such as the categorical imperative in the Kantian theory or the 
original position in Rawls’ theory of justice. I don’t need to evaluate my own personal 
conduct by positioning myself in the universal perspective, as if my maxim could also be 
adopted as a universal law. The only decentralized perspective needed is that of an impartial 
spectator without implying any universalizing horizon. The point of view of the impartial 
spectator is only supposing (at least at the level of imagination) that I am capable of being in 
a different body, that me as a person could feel, judge and act from different spots, and not 
only from the specific coordinates in space that constitutes my body.  
 Indeed, not every singular trait that is specific to my singular situation could be 
disincarnated and accorded with a universal perspective. According to Smith, morality only 
needs persons capable of feeling with each other: and fortunately, Nature created us as 
individuals that are capable of feeling with each other.  
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